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NATI0NAL COMMiSSI0N 0N AIR QUALITY C02 W0RKSH0P
DRAFT STATEMENT OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I

ntroducti

on

Over the past twenty

years, an increase in the

pheric concentratjon of carbon dioxjde

(COZ) has been

'increase has been attributed primarily

to the

g1oba1 atmos-

observed.

combustion

Th'is

of fossil

fue1s,

to a lesser extent, to land use practices (such as deforestation)
which alter the net storage of carbon in vegetation and soils. Although
the contrjbutions to atmospheric C02 from these activities are not known
precisely, it has been estimated that the amount of carbon stored in the
fossil fuels/shale reservoir and jn forests (jncluding their soils)
and

represents approximately seven and three twe times, respectively, the
amount

held in the atmosphere.
Climate models indicate that

C02

jf If-the-inerease-in

atmospheric

levels continue eentinues to jncrease take-plaee at existing or

accelerated rates, a globally-averaged warming

of the lower

atmosphere,

possibly leading to changes in world clirnate (such as changes in the

distribut'ion of precipitat'ion)
an ad hoc group

!g

of the National

Board recently evaluated

almest-surely-will occur. For

Academy

example,

of Sciences' Climate Research

the results from a number of cljmalological

models, and indicated thaLbased on the current state-of-the-art (which

is quite rudimentry), predieted-that a 91oba1 increase of 3oC + l.5oC in
the annual average temperature is the best estimate that can be made for
will-prebably-result-frem a doubling of the atmospheric concentration of

C}Z.

However, such changes

in

temperature el*mate are expected

with uneven geograph'ic distributjon, with greater
the hi gher

'l

at i tudes

to

occur

warming occurring at

-2Among

the postulate.d possible petential-dipeet results of

alterations in world climate due to a global
changes

tempera

in agriculture; 'in the stabi 1ity, distrjbut'ion,

sueh

are

and productivity

of natural ecosystems; and eventually; the sea level (due to the collapse
of a portion of the West Antartic pelar ice sheet). Although changes in
climate have occurred naturally since the earth was formed,

resulting from man-induced increases in the
phere are

content of the atmos-

of special concern because they can occur within a century,

evep-deeades;

expected

C02

changes

rather than over mi11en'ia, and because the increases

to persist for

hundreds

are

of years.

At present, there are substantial scientific uncertainties
concerning anthropogenic sources
atmospheric

of the-pelatienship-between-human-aetivities;

levels-ef carbon dioxide,

and

their

impact on climate

and

the global environment. In the U.S., d comprehensive research plan to

of a
build-up of atmospheric C02 is be'ing developed under the auspices of the
Nat'ional Cl imate Program. In add jtion, a number of international in'itiatives
address the these uncertajnties associated with the consequences

concerning C02 have recently been undertaken, such as the development of

of action for international research. Despite the
these large scientific uncertainties, however, some members of the scientific
community and others have advocated that actions be taken to prevent or
mitigate C02-induced climate change. Notably, a panel of scientists
a coordinated plan

attending the International Workshop on Energy/Climate Interactions

(held in March, l9B0 in MunsteF, F.R.C.)

recommended

that in light of

the potential magn'itude and irreversib'ility of C02-induced climate

change,

-3the global consumption of fossil fuels should be stabilized at the

1980

levels. It

bv ke

should be noted, however, that Congressional testimon

scjentific experts in the relevant disciplines dealing with the COz question
recommended -that our energy options not be narrowed at this time(l).
of this NCAQ workshop [this wil] have been
introduced in an earlier section of the fu11 report] was to bring together
scientists and policy-makers to assess whether the potential consequences
The primary purpose

in atmospheric C02 levels are substantial
siga*fieant enough to warrant development of public policy responses.

of

anthropogenic increases

Although

all workshop participants may not necessarily

of the findings

and recormnendations as expressed below, the following

statemand represents a general consensus among

(l

)

agree with each

the participants.

cornmittee on Governmental Affairs, united states Senate, ,'carbon
Dioxide Accumu'lation in the Atmosphere, synthetic Fuels and Energy
Policy-A Symposium" July 30, 1979.

t

.i

-4Findings

1.

in global c'limate may have certain beneficial effects, it is believed that the net consequences of these
changes will be adverse to the stability of human and natural communities.

l^lhile C02-induced changes

?. In the next few decades, there are no net like'ly te-be technological
"fixes" (e.g.,

emission control devices

or techniques) that wiII

provide practical means of controlling C02 emissions resulting from
combustion.

3. In policy actions to control the increased C02'loading of the atmosphere are delayed

until

climate changes resulting from such an in-

crease are discernible, then

it is likely that they will

occur too

late to be effective.

4. In light of finding #3, and-ef-the-diffieulty-ef;-and-leng-time
requ ired

-fer;

-rese lv in g- the-

se

ient

ifie

-u

neertainties - supreunding-the

it is likely that policy dctions to control the leng-term
growth of atmospheric C02 levels will need to be taken with imperfect

€02-issue;

know'ledge

of the probability and consequences of

C02-induced climate

change.

5.

There appear

to

be few,

if

any, precedents

for the U.S. political

to address a potential problem whose potential impact natupe
is as far in the. future leng-term as that of the C02 issue. That
is, the potential societal cost eests of a C02-induced climate change

system

-5will not be borne for many decades,

of avoiding such
change would primarily be incurred in the near term. Therefore, it
will be very difficult, but important yet-it-is-essential; to place
while. the costs

the C02 issue on the nation's public policy

6. At present, the federa'l government

agenda.

together with the private sector

for revitalizing U.S. industry. This
revitalization effort will establish energy consumption and fuel use
patterns that will likely have a significant impact on future maninduced emissions of C02. It is therefore timely to consider ways
are considering policy options

of reducing

C02 emissions now,

while industrial revitalization

policies are being formulated.

7. Policies to control

atmospheric levels

of

C02 should

be international

in scope. Unilateral action by the U.S. can be an important first
step in initiating international action but cannot, by itself, control
atmospheric C02 levels. Thus, it is important to sharply accelerate
international dialogue concerning the C02 issue, through both existing
and new mechanisms devised

for this

end.

Recormendati ons

A conclusion drawn from the above-listed findings

vlith increased atmospheric concentrations of C02
for (a) conducting additional research and (b) taking

sequences associated

dictates the
certain

pol

need

is that con-

icy-related actions.

-6-

a.

Research Recommendations

l.

This point

seems

to belong under policy recommendations.

on the C02 issue should be assigned a high

priority in

federal agencies. For example, the Congress could
National

Cl

C02 research programs

the lead agency for the

for

C02 research

priority

should be assigned

answering key

to

of

Energy

as

efforts.

the domestic and international

example;

amend the

in the National

Climate Program and by confirming the Department

high

responsible

imate Program Act (P.1. 95-367) by recogn'izing the

role of present federal

2. tlithin

Research

C02 research programs,

research which

policy-related questions.

is

Examples

essential

of

Fer

specific research topics impertant-te-reselving-peliey-

related-questiens include :

.
.

of the carbon cycle;
improvements in predictive models to better estimate the

improved understanding

likelihood

.
.
o

and magnitude

improvements

of

C02-induced climate change;

in the abiljty to detect climate

change;

projections of climate impacts on a regional basis,
dssesSments

political

of the potential social, environmental,

consequences

of

and

economic and

C02-induced climate change.

73.

The U.S. should vigorously support

activjties that will
and which

Resolution

4.

Cl

and

our understanding of the C02 issue,

will foster development of an international scientific

consensus on

l,{orld

advance

international programs

the issue. For example, the U.S. could propose

a

to the United Nations General Assemb'ly endorsing the

imate Program.

The C02 issue

is going to be rapidly shifting from a purely

scientific question to one which also involves a variety of
public policy issues in the next decade. The contributions of
social and political scientists are essential to the identification

and ana'lysis

of alternative policy

responses and should be

involved in the C02 rbsearch program. For examp'le, groups such

of Scientific Unions (ICSU) should
be encouraged to broaden their membership to include representation by the social and po'litical science disciplines.
as the Internatjonal Council

b.

Policy-Related

l.

Recommendations

The U.S. should consider an increase#inerease
C02 emissions as probably an undesirable
exp

eenditien and should

f i c i t ly seek te-eentpel -the-len g-tern-grewth-ef -C02-em*ssiens

in to
pof

in the rate of

develop discus-sions ofr develeping national and international

ic'ies (e.9., concerning subsidies, regulation, research,

import/export and other programs) designed to affect energy

-8supply and consumption. During deliberations concerning these

policies, the differences jn

C02 emissions

per unit of energy

output of the different fossil fuels should be weighed heav*ly.*
However, the market penetration
produce more

of

net C02 per unit of

is sufficiently

sJow

to

cause

new technologies

that

would

usef

,

relatively minor concern$

about

accelerating the C02 build-up over the century.

2.

shift national policy to emphasize conservation
and energy efficiency. Such an emphasis by the world's largest
consumer of fossil fuels weuld-help-eentrel-the-rate-ef-inerease

The U.S. should

in-atmespherie-e02-levels;-and would serve as a means

of exercising

international leadership in reducing the risks and potential
consequences

3.

of

C02-induced climate change.

The U.S. should provide greater resources

alternatives to fossil fuels,

fully

for developing efficient

recognizing that

all

external

costs must be carefully weighed in evaluating the desirability

of any energy alternative. The group does not explicitly or
implicitly endorse any particular non-fossil form of energy,

*

(For example,
C02 released

it has been estimated that the relative amounts of
in the production of a unit of energy from various

fossi I fuels are: natural gas -- 1.0, oil -- 1.5, coal -- 1.8,
shale oi I -- 2.'1, coal-derived gas -- 3.0, and coal-derived oil
2.8)

--

94. In light of finding #6, nationa'l policies and private activities
regarding industrial revitalization should, if at all possible,
be des'igned so as

of

5.

to assist in contro'lling the leng-term grolvth

C02 emissions.

Sinee-the-pele-ef -ferests- and-theip- seil-in-the- glebal -6e2 -bud get
and

-in-aff eeting-the-C02-eentent-ef -the-atmesphere-is-substantial;

U.S. policies designed to control the leng-tern growth
C02 releases should recognize

the

management

of atmospheric

of forests as a

stabif izing factor of the world carbon cycle. Specifically, the
U.S. should establish domestic and foreign po'licies which:

.

discourage deforestation and other land use practices which

contribute to increased atmospheric C02 levels,

o

€ocourage

activities,

and

such as reforestation, which

will

help mitigate the C02 problem.

6.

As a high

priority, the U.S. should

undertake

to enter into

international arrangements to foster cooperative research on the
C02 issue and should undertake,

international

measures aimed

at

in cooperation with other countries,
long-term control

of

C02 release.

releases. IPlease provide examp]es of the types of international
measures which could be

undertaken.]

Encourage nuclear devglopmelt

by selling nuclear fuel and reprocessing

it.

-107.

Current'ly, discussions are being held within the international

scientific

community concerning

carbon dioxide assessment board

the formation of an international

to provide authoritative

and

of the nature, magnitude, and implications
atmospheric levels of C02. The U.S. should support

unbiased evaluations

of

growing

the formation of such a board. This board should be established
under non-governmental auspices,

Council

of Scientific

and suppor.t

(e.g., through the International

Unions--ICSU), and with the cooperation

of interested

intergovernmental organizations, (e.9.,

the l'lorld Meteorological Organization--WM0, the United Nations
Environment Programne--UNEP, and the 0rganization

for

Economic

Cooperation and Development--0ECD, etc. ).

8.

The U.S. should ensure

that the C02 issue is adequately

in the international forums, such as the
New and Renewable Sources

of

Energy.

considered

19Bl U.N. Conference

on

\'

t\
-)

